INTRODUCTION

According to conventional wisdom, legislative efforts to limit platform-based electoral manipulation—including especially laws that go beyond simply mandating additional disclosure about advertising expenditures—are most likely doomed to swift judicial invalidation for two reasons. First, although one might wonder whether the data-driven, algorithmic activities that enable and invite such manipulation ought to count as protected speech at all, the Court’s emerging jurisprudence about the baseline coverage of constitutional protection for speech seems poised to sweep many such information processing activities within the First Amendment’s ambit.1 Second, assuming First Amendment coverage, the level

---

1 See Sorrell v. IMS Health Inc., 564 U.S. 552, 579–80 (2011); Ashutosh Bhagwat, Sorrell v.
of scrutiny likely to be triggered by regulation of such activities will be strict. In this Essay, I bracket questions about baseline coverage and focus on the prediction of inevitable fatality.

Legislation aimed at electoral manipulation rightly confronts serious concerns about censorship and chilling effects, but the ways that both legislators and courts approach such legislation will also be powerfully influenced by framing choices that inform assessment of whether challenged legislation is responsive to claimed harms and appropriately tailored to the interests it assertedly serves. In Part II of this Essay, I identify three frames conventionally employed in evaluating the design of speech regulation—the distribution bottleneck, the rational listener, and the intentional facilitator—and explain why each is ill-suited to the platform-based information environment, which presents different incentives and failure modes. In their place, I offer the platform itself as a new frame. Part III defines the frame more precisely, identifies the harms and interests it brings into focus, and offers some preliminary thoughts on the kinds of legislation it might permit.

II. SQUARE PEGS, ROUND HOLES, AND FALSE IMPERATIVES: FRAMES FROM THE FIRST AMENDMENT’S PAST

In any society that uses language to communicate complex ideas, frames and framing effects are inevitable. But ill-fitting frames can engender destructive feedback loops, and that is especially true where the ongoing conversation about governance within constitutionally permissible bounds is concerned. In the course of that conversation, legislators draft to the specifications of the frames they predict courts will employ without considering whether their handiwork will address the problems they want to solve. Courts then reject such efforts when the posited relationship between proposed remedies and asserted harms does not seem to make sense. Meanwhile, legislation drafted in ways more likely to be effective often dies in committee, and predictions about what courts might do with such legislation remain untested.

The three frames described below play different roles in the contemporary First Amendment landscape, but each encourages legal actors to evaluate claims about asserted dysfunctions in (real) speech environments in ways informed by certain baseline assumptions about how such

IMS Health: Details, Detailing, and the Death of Privacy, 36 VT. L. REV. 855, 859–61 (2012); but see Neil Richards, Why Data Privacy Law Is (Mostly) Constitutional, 56 WM. & MARY L. REV. 1501 (2015). I disagree that the First Amendment does or should apply to information processing activities regardless of their nature and context, but that is a subject for a different occasion. See generally Frederick Schauer, The Politics and Incentives of First Amendment Coverage, 56 WM. & MARY L. REV. 1613 (2015).
environments work.² Each operates by reference to a familiar ideal of competition and contest according to which, as Justice Holmes put it, “the best test of truth is the power of the thought to get itself accepted in the competition of the market.”³ More importantly for purposes of this Essay, each focuses attention on particular kinds of market failure and suggests correspondingly particular criteria for market success, and each assumes certain structural preconditions within which market dynamics unfold.

A. From Distribution Bottlenecks to Microtargeting at Scale

One frame conventionally employed in evaluating speech regulation is the idea of the distribution bottleneck. A distribution bottleneck confers market power on whoever controls it, but the frame of the distribution bottleneck is not concerned with market power in the abstract. It is an artifact of mid-twentieth-century media regulation and litigation, and so it is also an artifact of the principal risk to free expression that mid-twentieth-century media technologies were thought to create: centralized, practically and technically unavoidable control of access to communication channels resulting in preemptive censorship. In the late twentieth century, as media technologies evolved and the power of media ownership began to manifest in ways that did not align with the frame, interested actors mobilized the frame to mount successful campaigns for deregulation. In the Internet era, platforms exercise power in ways that do not appear within the frame at all.

The distribution bottleneck frame originated in disputes about the constitutionality of regulations designed to limit the power of mass media owners. So, for example, because the then-usable broadcast spectrum imposed a natural bottleneck effect, the Federal Communications Communication imposed an access mandate—the fairness doctrine—on broadcast licensees to ensure that those wishing to express opposing or minority viewpoints had opportunities to respond to certain kinds of statements.⁴ In practice, the doctrine proved controversial, opening new vistas for gamesmanship and
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threatening to embroil regulators directly in content disputes, and the FCC ultimately withdrew it. Even after the fairness doctrine’s demise, however, the distribution bottleneck frame survived. As technologies for cable and satellite distribution introduced multiple alternative channels for reaching viewers, courts began to rely on the frame to strike down new types of media regulation, reasoning that market pressures would ensure adequate alternative avenues of communicative opportunity. In response to such decisions, regulators gradually learned to color within the boundaries that the bottleneck frame imposed.

The distribution bottleneck frame informs the modern landscape of anti-electioneering jurisprudence in two ways. First, the Court’s evolving stance on the constitutionality of limits on campaign contributions reflects an analogous understanding of the relationship between scale and control. The earliest decisions upholding contribution limits painted large contributions as inevitably leading to corruption of the democratic process because they engendered a “pay-to-play” norm. According to that way of thinking, money deployed at scale functions in the manner of a bottleneck limiting access to political influence. It crowds out disfavored inputs to political decision-making, and it does so explicitly in the service of particular outcomes. Later decisions reversing course on the constitutionality of limits on independent expenditures characterized democratic politics as inherently transactional, observing that “[a]ll speakers, including individuals and the media, use money
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5 See Inquiry into Alternatives to the General Fairness Obligations of Broadcast Licensees, 102 F.C.C.2d 143, 147–48, 246 (1985) (concluding “that the fairness doctrine, as a matter of policy, disserves the public interest...”); Syracuse Peace Council v. FCC, 867 F.2d 654, 669 (D.C. Cir. 1989) (upholding the FCC’s order abolishing the fairness doctrine).

6 See Reno v. ACLU, 521 U.S. 844, 853 (1997) (observing that “[n]o single organization controls any membership in the Web, nor is there any single centralized point from which individual Web sites or services can be blocked from the Web.”); Denver Area Educ. Telecomms. Consortium v. FCC, 518 U.S. 727, 776–78 (1996) (Souter, J., concurring) (discussing the difficulty of ruling on the constitutionality of Congress’s permissive grant of authority to cable operators to regulate the content of leased independent programmers, given the “technological and regulatory flux” of industries in which its component “individual entities [can] act as bottlenecks to the free flow of information.”); Turner Broad. Sys., Inc. v. FCC, 512 U.S. 622, 663 (1994) (upholding Sections 4 and 5 of the Cable Television Consumer Protection and Competition Act of 1992 while observing that the “First Amendment’s command that government not impede the freedom of speech does not disable the government from taking steps to ensure that private interests not restrict, through physical control of a critical pathway of communication, the free flow of information and ideas”); Ellen P. Goodman, Media Policy and Free Speech: The First Amendment at War With Itself, 35 Hofstra L. Rev. 1211, 1226–27 (2007).

amassed from the economic marketplace to fund their speech.”8 From that perspective, the bottleneck effect disappears. Campaign finance arrangements merely express the “power of the thought to get itself accepted in the competition of the market” and thereby mirror the Darwinian struggle for supremacy that Justice Holmes envisioned.9

Second, the bottleneck frame helps to explain how modern regimes of disclosure-based election regulation have chosen to handle the problem of anonymous speech. After McIntyre v. Ohio Election Commission,10 in which the Court invalidated a state prohibition on anonymous leafletting, many states amended their laws. They did not eliminate speaker identification requirements, but rather crafted narrow exceptions permitting anonymous election-related speech by relatively small-scale speakers.11 Through the lens of strict scrutiny—or even that of “exacting scrutiny” as articulated in the Court’s later election regulation cases—that resolution is difficult to understand.12 The concerns articulated by the McIntyre majority about chilling effects and failure to differentiate the messenger from the message apply equally to large, popular, and well-resourced actors.13 If statutory shelters for electioneering speech by small-scale speakers make sense at all, that can only be because (largely implicit) preconceptions about the necessary correlation between size and electoral influence render the state interest in disclosure about small-scale interventions much less compelling.

Platforms that combine networked economies of scale with capabilities for data-driven, algorithmic microtargeting and socially networked, cascading flows of information restructure the relationships between money, scale, and the possibility of improper influence in ways that defy earlier assumptions. Begin with bottleneck control. Arguably, today’s dominant advertiser-funded platforms qualify as distribution bottlenecks for content, but in other respects the analogy to the types of control enjoyed by mid-twentieth-century
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12 Exacting scrutiny requires disclaimer and disclosure requirements to bear a “substantial relation” to a “sufficiently important” governmental interest. See Citizens United, 558 U.S. at 366–67; McConnell, 540 U.S. at 231–32; Buckley, 424 U.S. at 64–66; see also R. George Wright, A Hard Look at Exacting Scrutiny, 85 UMKC L. REV. 207, 209–11 (2016).
13 McIntyre, 514 U.S. at 357.
television and radio networks is difficult to sustain. Platforms like Google, Facebook, and Twitter have thrived precisely because they enable certain forms of access to the so-called long tail—i.e., content of interest to only a small number of readers. As long as they are willing to use the dominant platforms’ services, thereby foregoing direct access to both user data and information about algorithm design and training, would-be speakers of all sizes and persuasions can buy targeted advertising at a relatively low cost. Platforms might exercise preemptive control of the content of such ads, but for the most part they do not, as that would be much less profitable. Their interest lies simply in extracting surplus from whatever types of messaging elicit responses (positive or negative, but in any event data-generating) from their customers.\textsuperscript{14}

Even so, the combination of platforms’ own economic self-interest and the narrower interests of those who purchase and compete for digital advertising reshapes the universe of information available to users. Platforms win when they can promise the most comprehensive and accurate methods of targeting content based on predicted interest and the largest pool of potential viewers of that content; advertisers win when they achieve clickthrough, and content providers win when they can promise advertisers higher pageviews via either targeting or social sharing of their content. For platforms, competition for eyeballs both incentivizes and rewards interface design that keeps users on the platform and tracks them carefully and comprehensively as they browse, click, like, hate, comment on, and share items with one another.\textsuperscript{15} For advertisers and content providers, competition for eyeballs both incentivizes and rewards content design for maximal “engagement” as defined by those activities.\textsuperscript{16} The resulting effects have been termed “filter bubbles,”


\textsuperscript{16} See Franklin Foer, World Without Mind: The Existential Threat of Big Tech
but that term is to some extent misleading. Platform users do not experience or self-select into impermeable bubbles but rather sort themselves into opposing tribes. They respond most readily and predictably to content that reinforces their tribal inclinations—especially content that triggers outrage or affords opportunities to signal affiliation—and they search for content using syntax that prompts algorithms to serve up tribally validating results.¹⁷

Market dominance plays a role in this story—platforms win most decisively when they can promise the largest pools of potential viewers for any and all content—but disrupting the dominance of any particular platform would not cure the dysfunctions that more widely distributed capabilities for personalization at scale and optimization for engagement now create. In a networked media ecosystem designed for content targeting, optimization for engagement, and amplification of social flows, polarized and polarizing content spreads rapidly from one platform to another and between online and traditional media, gaining in volume as it travels.¹⁸

Under such conditions, the implicit presumption about the relative inefficacy of small-scale interventions also no longer holds. Because information flows within platform-based, massively intermediated environments are data-driven and social, provocations from the margins can be designed to trigger patterns of rapid, cascading spread. Such provocations exploit properties of human behavior—most notably, fear of missing out on what everyone else already knows; properties of social networks—particularly


their hub-and-spoke organization, which permits rapid spread via well-connected nodes; and properties of organizational behavior—especially traditional media outlets’ eagerness to chase and report on topics trending online.\textsuperscript{19} Multiple teams of researchers studying election manipulation have mapped the resulting patterns, tracing the paths followed by extreme and inflammatory content as it migrates from the periphery to the center of public consciousness.\textsuperscript{20} Some such interventions originate with well-resourced state actors and powerful domestic political blocs, but others have been true bottom-up efforts.\textsuperscript{21}

Because the distribution bottleneck frame originated in a world characterized by hierarchical control of content prepared for distribution to mass audiences, it has little of direct significance to say about either the operation or the distinctive dysfunctions of platform-based, massively intermediated information environments. It comprehends neither the sorts of personalized microtargeting that platform-based information infrastructures enable nor the ways that optimization for data-driven surplus extraction and competition for eyeballs incentivize self-sorting into political tribes hardened in their mutual contempt for one another. Yet it constitutes an imagined world in which the very possibility that third parties might hijack and weaponize socially networked flows is already foreclosed. Legislators attempting to craft new anti-electioneering laws for the platform era and courts reviewing such efforts should recognize that the distribution bottleneck frame has no place in either exercise.


B. From Autonomy to Automaticity

A second frame conventionally employed in designing and evaluating speech regulation is the idea of the rational listener. The rational listener tests ideas for their persuasiveness and vets factual propositions for their truthfulness but has no interest in efforts to impose general, ex ante restrictions on the flow of low-quality ideas and propositions. The rational listener is autonomous and perspicacious and therefore (largely) self-reliant, capable of separating fact from falsehood and reason from self-interested conniving and demagoguery. Legislative design for the rational listener accordingly emphasizes transparency and informed choice, and courts have tended to regard such approaches as acceptable ways of advancing state interests precisely because they leave room for rational listeners to make their own decisions.

The idea of the rational listener has deep roots in the Anglo-American political tradition and more direct and immediate roots in the American system of political economy. Its first judicial articulation emerged in early twentieth-century cases involving restrictions on political liberty. The contemporary rational listener frame, however, is also and importantly an artifact of mid-twentieth-century litigation over economic and consumer protection regulation. Thus, it is also an artifact of the particular risks that mid-twentieth-century consumer markets were thought to create—risks involving the emergence of more complex consumer products and services that consumers themselves could not easily evaluate. Regulators responded to those developments by prohibiting certain kinds of deception and requiring certain kinds of disclosure. The rational listener frame, however, dictated that ultimate decision-making authority should remain with the individual to the greatest extent practicable. Courts therefore struck down laws regulating advertising, labeling, and similar matters that seemed to be attempts to superimpose government judgments about the ultimate desirability of the covered products and services.
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clear preference for laws and regulations that focused simply on injecting more or different kinds of information into the marketplace and into public discourse.

Within the modern landscape of anti-electioneering jurisprudence, the rational listener frame is especially prominent in disputes about laws mandating disclosure of campaign contributions and advertising expenditures. In an era when the anti-corruption rationale for upholding spending limits no longer holds sway, federal election regulation depends ever more heavily on such provisions. Litigation over their constitutionality has given rise to the idea of an “informational interest” that is sufficiently important to warrant (slightly) relaxed scrutiny—“exacting” rather than “strict”—and also to override anonymity interests in certain circumstances.\(^{25}\) Over time, the Court’s opinions elaborating the informational interest have leaned heavily on the frame of the rational listener. In particular, within the more recently developed conception of purchased access as consistent with a broadly transactional democratic politics, disclosure “enables the electorate to make informed decisions and give proper weight to different speakers and messages.”\(^{26}\)

Many current reform proposals for tackling platform-based disinformation double down on transparency, proposing to require disclosures about a variety of matters including ad buys, ad targeting, and automated “bot” speech.\(^{27}\) In the abstract, such proposals sound like great ideas. One might even hope for new, technologically mediated advances in electoral transparency. Networked information technologies have already facilitated widespread, easy access to data about contributions to political campaigns; now, machine learning techniques can be trained on other categories of disclosed data to map networks of influence.\(^{28}\) Rational listeners who discover that they have been consorting with bots can reevaluate their choices.


\(^{26}\) Citizens United, 558 U.S. at 371.


\(^{28}\) For an especially thoughtful take on what systemic transparency requirements might reveal, see Ellen P. Goodman, Digital Information Fidelity and Friction, Knight First Amend. Inst. (Feb. 26, 2020) https://knightcolumbia.org/content/digital-fidelity-and-friction [https://perma.cc/BNR3-9APR]; see also Richard L. Hasen, Deep Fakes, Bots, and Siloed
Optimism about the potential for greater disclosure to ameliorate the problems caused by microtargeting is misplaced, however, because platform-based, massively intermediated information environments are not designed for the rational listener. Instead, they are both systematically configured and continually reoptimized to elicit automatic, precognitive interactions with online content. As noted in Section A, the currency of the platform-based environment is user behavioral data, and that reality dictates a set of interrelated strategies for platform providers. Platform interfaces work to normalize consent to tracking; to keep users on the platform to facilitate the most comprehensive tracking; and to harvest data about user preferences and aversions using low-level stimulus-response feedback loops—e.g., “buttons” for liking and sharing content—designed for automatic, habitual engagement.29 Behind the scenes, platform algorithms work to derive behavioral and psychographic profiles based on user engagement data; to drive socially-networked flows of content; and to amplify such flows in ways that maximize advertising revenues.30 And, as noted above, these characteristics of platform-based environments engender complementary strategies for advertisers and content providers, who work to design “clickbait” and foster its widest possible circulation.

Skeptics and advocates seeking to minimize alarm about the effects of platform capabilities for voter microtargeting argue that microtargeting promises more than it delivers because it cannot change minds, but that


argument mistakes the purposes for which microtargeting is more commonly deployed by political operatives. Without a doubt, inducing undecided (or actively hostile) voters to vote for a particular candidate is much harder than inducing them to order of-the-moment, celebrity-endorsed sneakers or book an ostensibly discounted stay at a luxury hotel (“only three rooms left at this price!”). Using behavioral and psychometric targeting techniques to play on recipients’ fears and to activate their tribal loyalties and enmities, however, is a different—and much easier—proposition.

The result of platform design for maximal data harvesting, continual user engagement, and cascading, socially networked spread based on automatic, conditioned responses is a networked digital environment in which the rational listener’s presumptive autonomy increasingly is displaced by automaticity—by habitual, precognitive behaviors that require no conscious attention. Platform-based environments constitute what legal philosopher Mireille Hildebrandt terms the digital unconscious, a field of operation within which agency is mindless, data-driven and characterized by “ubiquitous anticipation” of user predispositions. The individual subject of the digital unconscious is not the rational listener but rather the listener who is not really listening at all. Critically, moreover, the digital unconscious is also a “field of operation for precognitive activation and manipulation at scale.” Voter microtargeting efforts move and are designed to move on the collective level, nurturing rumor and innuendo, hardening targeted populations in their tribal responses to real and perceived differences, and frustrating the sorts of efforts toward rapprochement on which theories about republican self-government rely.

The rational listener frame, which foregrounds the autonomous individual, cannot make sense of the platform-based information environment. Regulatory initiatives based on mandated disclosure, which are oriented toward the needs and presumed competencies of the rational listener, fatally misapprehend platforms’ operative logics and scalar effects. So too with solutions based on fact-checking by third parties, whose interventions must battle upstream against an unrelenting torrent of bias reinforcement, and those based on opt-out rights, which rely on recipients themselves to recognize and disavow their own most automatic and deeply-ingrained habits and affinities. Legislators attempting to craft new anti-electioneering laws for the platform
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era and courts reviewing such efforts should understand that the rational listener cannot help them.

C. From “Neutral Tools” to Amplified Flows

The third frame conventionally employed in evaluating speech regulation—one that comes into play when the legal responsibility of third-party intermediaries is at stake—is the idea of the intentional facilitator. According to this frame, a third-party intermediary should not automatically incur liability for harms caused by information circulated by others. For both legislators and courts, that prospect raises worries about censorship by proxy. The intentional facilitator frame counteracts those worries by linking liability to some type of knowing involvement with specific items or categories of clearly illegal content.

The intentionality frame powerfully infuses two very different statutes governing responsibility for online content that are widely understood as encoding opposite policy choices. One is Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act, which immunizes interactive service providers from liability for unlawful content published by users of their services unless they have played a role in its development.33 The other, Section 512 of the Copyright Act, creates safe harbors for information intermediaries but withholds safe harbor from intermediaries that have failed to act upon receiving knowledge of specific infringing content or that have offered services specifically designed to profit from infringing flows.34 Intentionality plays a central role in both regimes even though the conditions for loss of immunity differ. In particular, although Section 230’s drafters sought to limit the effect of background doctrines tying liability to mere knowledge, and Section 230’s contemporary defenders regard the Copyright Act’s notice-and-takedown regime as antithetical to Section 230’s animating spirit, both statutes link liability for facilitating the spread of harmful content to volitional involvement with specific content rather than to the underlying design of distribution mechanisms more generally.35

35 On the intent behind Section 230, see H.R. Rep. No. 104-458, at 190 (1996) (“The conferees intend that [CDA Section 230’s] defense be construed broadly to avoid impairing the growth of online communications through a regime of vicarious liability.”); see also id. at 194; Robert Cannon, The Legislative History of Senator Exon’s Communications Decency Act: Regulating Barbarians on the Information Superhighway, 49 FED. COMM. L.J. 51, 61–70 (1996). For representative contemporary reactions to the prospect of replacing Section 230 with a notice-and-takedown regime, see DANIELLE CITRON, HATE CRIMES IN CYBERSPACE 171–89 (2014); Mike Masnick, Thanks To Copyright, We Already Know How Aggressive Content Moderation
Notably, courts evaluating disputes under both Section 230 and Section 512 have homed in on the underlying commonality, framing networked digital technologies—including platform-based, massively intermediated information environments—as neutral tools that are, and should be, exempt from more intrusive oversight. So, for example, in cases about the scope of Section 230’s immunity, courts have opined that an online dating service that failed to implement certain safety features could not be penalized because it simply “provid[ed] ‘neutral assistance’ in the form of tools and functionality available equally to bad actors and . . . intended users”\(^{36}\), and that a roommate matching service could not be responsible for discriminatory requests posted in the spaces it provided for unstructured comments because liability for providing a “simple, generic prompt” would be inconsistent with the immunity afforded to services “that provide users neutral tools to post content online.”\(^{37}\) In cases about the scope of Section 512’s safe harbors, they have rejected interpretations that would impose liability based on general awareness of likely infringement because such interpretations would require platforms to monitor their systems for signs of illegality.\(^{38}\)

In the abstract, there are sound policy reasons for worrying about the effects of liability for tool developers. In particular, courts and commentators worry with good reason that takedown obligations could morph into an open-ended mandate to sanitize the universe of public information by removing controversial content.\(^{39}\) Concerns about giving copyright interests de facto control over technological development also are well taken.\(^{40}\) It is worth noting, though, that the quasi-religious devotion to untrammeled innovation that sometimes accompanies such concerns is both an historical anomaly and
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37 Fair Hous. Council of San Fernando Valley v. Roommates.com, LLC, 521 F.3d 1157, 1174–75 (9th Cir. 2008) (en banc).

38 UMG Recordings, Inc. v. Shelter Capital Partners LLC, 718 F.3d 1006, 1022–23 (9th Cir. 2013); Viacom Intern., Inc. v. YouTube, Inc., 676 F.3d 19, 35 (2d. Cir. 2012).


an anti-regulatory dog whistle. Major sectors of the modern regulatory state emerged precisely to constrain innovation’s excesses, and although the design of regulatory oversight mechanisms has engendered profound disagreements, support for such basic propositions as, say, the continued existence of agencies devoted to environmental protection and food and drug oversight is broad and durable.

The “neutral tools” characterization, however, is overly simplistic both in general and as applied to platform-based, massively intermediated information environments. Generally speaking, tools reflect the priorities of their designers and may disserve or simply overlook other priorities and needs.⁴¹ We have already seen that the platform-based, massively intermediated environment alters the universe of information in specific, non-neutral ways. Platforms’ formal agnosticism about information content belies an operational orientation that reliably infuses information flows with distinctive attributes. The relatively crude distinction between knowing involvement and the mere provision of neutral tools for accessing information elides design principles that privilege polarization, amplification, and automaticity, and those principles shape both the content and the consumption of networked, massively intermediated communication.

In the context of platform-based, massively intermediated environments, the legal system should be less concerned with intentionality as to specific pieces of content—a lens that inevitably implicates the state in choice of political preferences—and more concerned with a deliberate design orientation that privileges automatic, habitual response and reflexive amplification. As currently constituted, the platform-based, massively intermediated information environment is an arena for Darwinian struggle in which the determinant of superiority is not truth but rather bias confirmation. The First Amendment does not require legislators or judges to privilege design for automaticity and reflexive amplification, and it permits them to select a frame that makes such choices and their undeniable, empirically demonstrated effects more salient.

⁴¹ For a good general introduction to the social construction of tools and technologies, see Wiebe E. Bijker, Of Bicycles, Bakelites, and Bulbs: Toward a Theory of Sociotechnical Change (1995). Cf. Daphne Keller, Toward a Clearer Conversation About Platform Liability, KNIGHT FIRST AMEND. INST. (April 6, 2018), https://knightcolumbia.org/content/toward-clearer-conversation-about-platform-liability [https://perma.cc/E79Q-6PDS] (“All of this makes neutrality something of a Rorschach test. It takes on different meanings depending on the values we prioritize.”).
III. FROM INFORMATION MARKETPLACES TO INFORMATION PLATFORMS: FRAMING THE FIRST AMENDMENT’S FUTURE

Understanding the ways that platform-based, massively intermediated information environments work, and the ways that such environments engender unacceptable structural conditions for public discourse, suggests a new frame to be used in designing and evaluating speech regulation: that of the platform seen for itself. The interests implicated by this frame are not simply informational, and the compelling need to protect them justifies both new types of regulatory oversight and new ways of thinking about the associated tailoring problems.

It is useful to begin with definitions. As applied to networked information intermediaries, the term “platform” is a metaphor, one that has worked both to draw attention to certain features of platform-mediated spaces and deflect attention from others. Sustained scrutiny of information platforms, however, has surfaced more information about their attributes and capabilities, making it possible to describe those attributes and capabilities in more precise ways that could inform new framework legislation. An information platform is an information intermediary that uses data-driven, algorithmic methods and standardized, modular interconnection protocols to facilitate digitally networked interactions and transactions among its users. As that general definition is intended to suggest, a platform-based environment might be designed in a variety of ways. This Essay, however, has identified the following capabilities that have become characteristic of contemporary platform-based environments: collection of highly granular data about user behaviors; design of interfaces to elicit behavioral data via automatic, conditioned responses; processing of such data to create behavioral and psychometric profiles of users and user populations; targeting of content to users and user populations based on such profiles; and algorithmically-mediated amplification of content based on user engagement.

The definition articulated above also makes clear what platforms are not: they are not publishers, nor are they public fora as that concept has conventionally been understood and elaborated within First Amendment jurisprudence and theory. Platforms are private, for-profit entities that

operate as central nodes in the contemporary personal data economy. They afford their users opportunities for self-expression because self-expression generates behavioral data that can be monetized. They route content (or, more accurately, links to content published by others) using predictive algorithms that have been trained on user behavioral data, and they amplify socially networked flows in ways that elicit conditioned, automatic, and tribal responses because that is the approach that most reliably enriches their shareholders and venture investors. Seen for themselves, platforms merit neither the solicitude traditionally accorded publishers wishing to express their opinions nor the rote, unthinking application of rules traditionally applied to institutions performing public access functions.44

Platform capabilities do not simply threaten the informational interest long recognized in the Court’s election jurisprudence. They also threaten other interests that are important both instrumentally—i.e., as ways of ensuring fidelity to the informational interest—and intrinsically because they are inseparably intertwined with preservation of a system of government that is accountable both to the people it serves and to the rule of law. (To be clear, platform capabilities also implicate interests that I do not discuss here. For example, anti-vaxxer propaganda that risks undermining herd immunity jeopardizes an important interest in public health. For purposes of anti-electioneering regulation, however, the interests described below are key.)

The first interest threatened in platform-based, massively intermediated information environments is an anti-factionalism interest. As Anthony Johnstone has explained, such an interest is both latent in some strands of contemporary anti-electioneering jurisprudence and solidly grounded in an original understanding of the Constitution.45 In The Federalist No. 10, Madison cautioned explicitly and pointedly against the threat posed by factions that might first capture and then subvert the institutions of democratic government by subordinating public functions to their own

44 I intend no comment on whether, having opened social media accounts, government officials must manage those accounts in a manner consonant with public forum doctrine. That question is both analytically distinct from questions about the status of platforms themselves and far more amenable to straightforward doctrinal analysis. See Knight First Amend. Inst. v. Trump, 928 F.3d 226 (2d Cir. 2019); Davison v. Randall, 912 F.3d 666 (4th Cir. 2019), But see Morgan v. Bevin, No. 3:17-CV-00060-GFVT-EBA, 2018 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 204657 (E.D. Ky. Dec. 3, 2018) (confusing the two questions).
narrower interests. Modern arguments for translation of the anti-factionalism interest into the domain of election regulation have focused on reviving the broader, now-disfavored, understanding of campaign finance as part of a conscious return to civic republicanism. But the anti-factionalism interest also bears on the ongoing debate about the structural properties of platform-based speech environments. The centrifugal properties of the platform-based environment—within which communications are systematically optimized to elicit, separate, and harden tribal reflexes—enable powerful factions to weaponize networked information flows in order to perpetuate their own power and advantage. At the same time, they disable the collective capacity to produce and propagate gap-bridging responses.

The second interest threatened in platform-based, massively intermediated information environments is an anti-manipulation interest. As defined by Daniel Susser, Beate Roessler, and Helen Nissenbaum, manipulation means hidden interference that deprives us of authorship over our own choices. As Susser, Roessler, and Nissenbaum argue, if a rule against manipulation is to have any concrete force, it must apply to the structure of the networked communications environment rather than just to particular, discrete communications that contain manipulative content. Manipulation in platform-based information environments is neither occasional nor accidental; it is endemic and results from capabilities that platforms systematically design, continually reoptimize, and deliberately offer up to third parties for exploitation. Properly conceived, the anti-manipulation interest encompasses the dark patterns that keep users enrolled and logged in, the stimulus-response loops designed to elicit automatic, precognitive responses and harvest the resulting data, and the mechanisms for harnessing that data to enable microtargeting based on user vulnerabilities and fears.

Finally, the emergent properties of information flows in platform-based, massively intermediated environments threaten a structural interest that warrants separate recognition. This interest, which I will call an anti-authoritarianism interest, concerns the stability and robustness of foundational democratic institutions and requires us to confront another underlying presumption of the marketplace-of-ideas metaphor that underwrites so much of First Amendment jurisprudence and theory. Implicit
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46 See THE FEDERALIST NO. 10 (James Madison).
47 See, e.g., ZEPHYR TEACHOUT, CORRUPTION IN AMERICA: FROM BENJAMIN FRANKLIN’S SNUFF BOX TO CITIZENS UNITED (2016); LAWRENCE LESSIG, REPUBLIC, LOST: HOW MONEY CORRUPTS CONGRESS—AND A PLAN TO STOP IT (2011); see generally Lawrence Lessig, Fidelity in Translation, 71 TEX. L. REV. 1165 (1993).
49 See id. at 38–41.
in the marketplace-of-ideas story is an optimistic prediction about what will happen when open information systems (“more information”) and authoritarian information systems (“censorship”) collide: As Darwinian conflict kicks in, truth (and by extension democratic self-determination) will prevail over falsehood (and by extension autocracy). As Henry Farrell and Bruce Schneier show, that is too simple. Authoritarian information systems have developed sophisticated information strategies that leverage platform-based environments to undermine common knowledge about how democratic institutions function and, by extension, to destabilize the behavioral norms that lend such institutions continuing legitimacy. Such attacks, which are now well-documented, exploit platform capabilities for microtargeting, automaticity, and cascading, socially-networked information spread to stoke conspiracy theories and foster distrust—of government, of the “mainstream media,” of scientific consensus around topics such as climate change and the efficacy of vaccines, and so on. Powerful domestic factions that should have mobilized to defend these assaults on our foundational institutions instead have adopted weaponization techniques to further their own ends. As such strategies become more powerful, they produce and amplify modes of public discourse about institutional actors that are incompatible with the knowledge structure of a stable democracy.


Each of these interests is compelling enough in its own right to warrant some degree of regulatory oversight. Their cumulative weight is considerably greater. But we have now arrived squarely at the problem of tailoring. Are there regulatory avenues that would safeguard the interests I have identified without doing violence to others that are equally important? Drafting such legislation is beyond the scope of this essay. Drawing on the analysis in Part I, however, I want to suggest two general sets of guidelines.

First, proposed legislation that is touted as targeting the dysfunctions of the platform-based, massively intermediated environment should stand or fall based on whether or not it actually does so—whether it responds to the failure modes of the platform rather than to abuses of distribution bottlenecks, to the types of remediable information complexity that frustrate the rational listener, or to the transparent venality of the intentional facilitator. Put differently, we should not expect interventions directed only toward the largest platforms, or only toward enabling individual choice about targeting, or only toward expanding DMCA-style liability or liability based on “reasonable efforts” at post hoc content removal, to accomplish much. For similar reasons, platform initiatives for self-governance via “content moderation” should be understood for what they are: shiny, expensive distractions designed to stem the rising tide of criticism without undercutting the core platform business model, which depends on the relative profitability of immoderation. Oversight boards, internal appeal processes, and the like appeal to the lawyerly taste for process, but their significance is more performative than real.

By contrast, I have identified three structural features of platform-based intermediation that threaten the anti-factionalism, anti-manipulation, and anti-authoritarianism interests: predictive profiling and microtargeting based on behavioral and psychographic data; interface design to elicit automatic, precognitive responses; and algorithmic optimization to amplify patterns of cascading, socially-networked spread. Each of these features is amenable to systemic oversight, audit, and intervention, and platforms’ own actions confirm this. As platforms doggedly pursue ever more intrusive forms of behavioral and psychographic profiling, refine their interfaces to enable ever more seamless collection of user feedback, and continually tweak their algorithms to optimize both viewer engagement and networked information


55 For additional development of this point, see COHEN, supra note 14, at 135–36, 249–50.
spread, they also give the lie to the oft-repeated canard that their actions are intrinsically ungovernable.\textsuperscript{56} It may well be “impossible to do content moderation well,”\textsuperscript{57} but it is not impossible to imagine regulation targeted to those very different and more systemic failure modes, nor should it be beyond the pale of civil conversation among twenty-first century civil libertarians to do so.

A second set of relevant guidelines concerns the relative importance of different kinds of tailoring errors. All current versions of First Amendment scrutiny presume that the costs of mistaken instances of suppression (far) outweigh those of mistaken failures to suppress. That preference in turn rests on important assumptions about the nature and operation of the information environment—most notably, that injecting more speech into the marketplace is costly and that instances of low-value speech are readily ascertainable either by the rational listener or via intermediaries whose claims to authority the rational listener can readily assess. Those are not the properties of platform-based, massively intermediated information environments, and so the underlying presumption about error costs may warrant revisiting. As Frederick Schauer has explained, the First Amendment’s costs have always been


distributed unevenly.\textsuperscript{58} As long as those costs did not threaten the overall stability of a system of democratic government accountable to the people and to the rule of law, however, they could be written off as the sort of collateral damage inevitable in a constitutional system designed to privilege liberty over equality and anti-subordination. Now that overall stability is on the table, however, it may be worth asking new and more probing questions about harms and costs.

Policymakers wanting to engage in a sensible discussion about tailoring and error costs, however, should remember that the project at hand entails designing effective oversight of behavioral conditioning and algorithmic amplification, and that the most effective forms of oversight will not consist of cumbersome, user-driven mechanisms for post hoc content removal. So, for example, we might begin by asking whether and under what circumstances we should agree to trade reduced scope for the viral spread of grass-roots political dissent against reduced scope for the viral spread of messaging about the need for armed insurrection in response to purported racial “replacement” or purportedly “rigged” elections. Properly understood, though, those questions are not about whether to jettison long-established principles designed to preserve breathing room for dissent. Rather, they concern the scope that a democratic system of government wishing to remain democratic should allow for microtargeting, manipulation, and amplification. The questions are important enough to warrant more than the usual knee-jerk responses, and they too should not be beyond the pale of civil conversation among twenty-first century civil libertarians.

IV. CONCLUSION

To appropriate a turn of phrase, the First Amendment is not a suicide pact. The mandate to preserve space for dissent, disagreement, and challenges to political and cultural consensus is vital, full stop. But the free speech imperative should not be interpreted to shelter the deliberate construction and fine-tuning of an information environment optimized to unravel the most basic preconditions for democratic self-government. It is platform functions and dysfunctions—not hierarchies and bottleneck effects, remediable failures of listener autonomy, or intermediary intentionality—that explain current threats to the anti-factionalism, anti-manipulation, and anti-authoritarianism interests. Platform functions and dysfunctions therefore should supply the frame for assessing constitutionally-required goodness of fit, and legislation appropriately tailored to the platform-based environment.

\textsuperscript{58} See generally Frederick Schauer, Harm(s) and the First Amendment, 2011 \textit{Sup. Ct. Rev.} 81, 108–10 (2011).
and its particular democratic failure modes should be correspondingly more likely to survive review.